FOLIO: Interface Design Studio has created a group of supplementary assets that show our newest products in a variety of spaces representing every segment, as well as demonstrate both aspirational design capabilities or practical application in any space—all driven by our launch palettes. Also included is a color placement guide, which shows the position and percentage of hues of each product colorway—serving as a quick and helpful visual reference for customizing color.
STARGAZING, WALK ON BY AND STUDIO SET

Product Launch Palette - Red & Silverlight


PANTONE COLOR ACCENTS: COOL GRAY 11C, 429C, COOL GRAY 3C, 486C, 1815C
Interface

**PRODUCT** BETRADE
**COLOR** 100/000 DARK RED
**SIZE** 25cm x 1m
**INSTALLED** HERRINGBONE

**PRODUCT** SR69
**COLOR** 114/998 ONYX
**SIZE** 50cm
**INSTALLED** MONOLITHIC
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LVT PRODUCT: WALK ON BY
COLOR: A00706 RED
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: NON DIRECTIONAL

LVT PRODUCT: STUDIO SET
COLOR: A00702 PEWTER, A00717 RED
SIZE: 235cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR
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LVT PRODUCT: STUDIO SET
COLOR: A00702 PEWTER, A00717 RED
SIZE: 20 cm x 1 m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR
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LVT PRODUCT: STUDIO SET
COLOR: A00717 RED, A00721 SILVERLIGHT
SIZE: 23cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR
PRODUCT: OPEN AIR 404
COLOR: 100743 CHARCOAL
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: NON DIRECTIONAL
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PRODUCT: UPLOAD
COLOR: 106200 LIGHT RED
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR

PRODUCT: SOURCE MATERIAL
COLOR: 106207 IRON
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR

LVT PRODUCT: WALK ON BY
COLOR: A01005 RED
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: NON-DIRECTIONAL
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LVT PRODUCT: SCORPIO
COLOR: A01716 SILVERLIGHT
SIZE: 900mm
INSTALLED: NON DIRECTIONAL

FLOR PRODUCT: STONE COURSE
COLOR: 135663 RED STONE
SIZE: 900mm
INSTALLED: NON DIRECTIONAL

LVT PRODUCT: STUDIO SET
COLOR: A00737 RED
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR
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RUBBER PRODUCT NORAMENT SATURA
COLOR 516 ARCTURUS
RUBBER PRODUCT NORAMENT GRAND
COLOR 5302 ANGELICA ROOT,
5303 FRANKINCENSE, 5332 GERANIUM
Interface Design Studio
interfacedesignstudio@interface.com
office 706-812-6419